Dear Parents,

We are passing through a trying time. You must have been worried about your ward who are residing in the campus of RPCAU, Pusa. Presently, there are nine students, who have been declared positive in corona test. We have taken care of them. As per Doctor’s advice, all of them have been isolated and put up in our University Hospital which is quite good facility created recently. For the rest we are taking care. That they will be tested within two days and if there is anything additional we will take care of them. We are in constant touch with the district medical authorities and in case of any seriousness we will send them to the nearest Medical College. For the time being there is no serious issue as per the Doctors advice and so they have been asked to just isolate themselves and put up in the hospital rooms. Another problem has cropped up that students have created panic and because of that the mess workers left but anyhow we are trying to manage. We have requested to the students to bear with this. Whatever the little food dishes could be made they should manage with that for the next two-three days. We have suspended the classes for the time being and postponed the mid-term examinations. We are not closing the college with present level of infection for two reasons: first we don’t want our students to travel long distances in these conditions when there is already a chance of infection on the way, secondly we do not want to disturb their semester because with much effort we have been able to manage our semester and we hope that by next year June we will be able to bring the whole session on the rails. Thus, we are doing this in hope that there they will not be any addition in the positive cases and we will be able to manage it. Please bear with us and don’t worry about your wards. Please don’t come to the campus as this will create more problem for us to manage your accommodation and you might be bringing yourself some infection. Thus, you stay wherever you are. Please be in touch with your wards. We are doing our best to keep them safe as far as possible. Rest is in the God’s hand. We are trying hard to make best of situation.

Thank you.